Valley Health is announcing that following a nationwide search and selection process, Bob Amos has been selected to serve as Valley Health’s next Chief Financial Officer (CFO). The selection process for this key role included input from Valley Health board members, executives and senior leaders, and those with a direct reporting relationship to the CFO. Throughout the process, Bob distinguished himself with his extensive understanding of Valley Health and his thoughtful vision for our future.

Prior to joining Valley Health in 2005 as a corporate director in finance, Bob served in financial leadership roles for other healthcare delivery systems in the South and mid-Atlantic. In 2009, Bob was promoted to Vice President and CFO of Winchester Medical Center, and today serves as the financial lead for all of Valley Health’s hospitals.

In his current role, Bob is responsible for the financial performance of all of Valley Health’s six hospitals. He also has system wide responsibilities for budgeting, analytics, decision support, financial planning, labor management, and managed care contracting.

Bob has skillfully negotiated contracts with various physician practices, insurance carriers, and supply chain vendors and served as the financial lead for negotiating joint venture/physician integration opportunities that included hospitalists, cardiology, neurosurgery, imaging services, emergency medicine, anesthesia, stereotactic radiosurgery, and cancer services.

Additionally, Bob is a member of the Healthcare Financial Management Association, a former Certified Public Accountant and an active member in the community, volunteering with United Way and Young Life. He and his wife, Amy, raised their family here in Winchester.

Bob has begun transitioning work and will assume full responsibilities of his new role on June 1. Bob’s promotion completes the orderly transition resulting from the retirement of Pete Gallagher.